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Summary 

In this report we consider a machine that makes chip cards by placing chips on preprinted 
electronic circuit cards. This is done by putting the chips in tubes, such that each tube 
contains one type of chip. Then these tubes are arranged around the centre of the machine 
such that the head that picks the chips out of the tubes does not have to travel too far. 

The production consists of a number of jobs; in each job a fixed number of chip cards 
with the same build-up are made. In between two jobs the configuration of the tubes can 
be changed. If jobs that 'are alike' are done after each other, it might be better not to 
change the tube-configuration, and thus to save time. 

We were asked for a strategy to minimize the total production time. For that we come 
up with four heuristics, resulting in equally many algorithms which determine for a fixed 
set of jobs in which order they are done, and between which pairs the configuration will be 
changed. Although it cannot be guaranteed that the solution they find is optimal, their 
results are very good: in all our testcases, the difference between the optimal solution and 
the one found by the heuristics is less than five percent. 

1 Problem Statement 

The problem that we will consider concerns a machine that makes chip cards. Those chip 
cards are produced by placing chips on preprinted electronic circuit cards, which are named 
motherplates. 

As shown in Figure 1, the machine used to make chip cards, consists of a number of 
tubes. Although each type of chips can be put in each tube, a tube can contain only one 
type of chips at a time. 

Chips are put on the cards by a so-called head. The head moves from the centre to 
one of the tubes, where it picks one chip out of this tube and takes it to the centre. Back 
in the centre, the head puts the chip on the motherplate. During the motion of the head, 
the motherplate moves simultaneously to bring the motherplate in such a position that 
the place where the chip has to be put on the plate in situated precisely underneath the 
centre. Since the movement of the head always takes more time than the movement of the 
motherplate, the process-time is completely determined by the movement of the head. 

The production is divided in jobs; in one job a fixed number of chip cards with the 
same build-up is made. During a job, the chip-type of a tube cannot be changed, this is 
possible only between two jobs. This so-called changing of the (tube-)configuration costs 
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Figure 1: Machine to make chip cards 

pretty much time, therefore usually it is not paying to change the configuration between 
each pair of jobs. 

We were asked for an algorithm or strategy to minimize the total process-time. 

2 Given Information and Assumptions 

The machine has 10 tubes, which are grouped equidistantially around the centre. To 
facilitate computations, we assume that the distance between the centres of two successive 
tubes is 1 unit of measurement. 

It is also given that 10 different types of chips will be used. This enables us to use fixed 
tubes for each type of chips, and to do all jobs with the same configuration. 

Furthermore, the set of jobs is fixed and given. In Appendix A the four sets of jobs for 
which we tested the algorithms are given. 

The number of plates that has to be made is the same for each job, namely 100. 
Finally, we assume that the time needed to change from one configuration to another 

one is always the same. 
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3 Analysis of the problem 

For a subset of jobs carried out with the same configuration, the costs of this subset are 
defined to be the time needed to carry them out with this configuration. The costs ?f the 
totality of all jobs, each with their own configuration, carried out in some specific order, 
equals the sum of the costs of the subsets carried out with the same configuration to which 
the total changing time has to be added. The total changing time equals the number of 
times the configuration has to be changed multiplied with the time needed for one change. 

Determining the costs of a subset carried out with the same configuration is easy: For 
each type of chip, compute the number of it that is needed for all jobs in the subset 
together; and fill the tubes of the machine starting from the centre with the tube that 
contains the type of chips of which the largest number is needed, up to the right and left 
outwards where the tubes containing the type of chips that are the least used are put in. 

Since within a group of jobs that is done using the same configuration the order of these 
jobs is irrelevant, and the order of those groups is irrelevant too, the problem can be written 
as follows: 

Find a partition of the n jobs, such that each element of the partition 
(i.e. a subset of the n jobs) contains the jobs that are done using the 
same configuration, with 'minimal' costs. 

4 ,Modelling the problem 

In order to derive a mathematical formulated problem out of this in non-symbolic language 
formulated one, we have to introduce some notation. This will be done in the subsection 
below. 
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4.1 Notation 

A;::: {I, ... , n} 
S,R 

Dnc(i) ;::: De(i) 
]( 

set of indices of all jobs. 
sets of indices of jobs (subsets of A). 
indices of jobs (elements of A). 
the speed of the head of the machine in units per second, multiplied 
by the time (in seconds) needed to change the configuration. 
In other words, Dcc is the number of units the head could have 
travelled during a change of the configuration. 
the minimal number of units the head has to cover if all jobs in S 
have to be carried out without changing the configuration. 
We will call Dnc( S) the number of headunits. 
the minimal number of units the head has to cover if all jobs in S 
have to be done, added to the number of times the configuration has 
to be changed multiplied by Dec. In the sequel we shall also call De( S) 
the number of headunits. Thus, each change of configuration 
increases De( S) with Dec· 
for S ~ S', De(S'IS) is the minimal number of headunits if all jobs in S' 
have to be done, under the restriction that the jobs in S have to be 
carried out without changing the configuration. 
the minimal number of head units to do job i. 
index for elements of a partition of A. 

Furthermore we want to define for the empty set Dnc(0) ;::: De(0) = O. 

Of course, the symbols in the above notation were not randomly chosen. They come from 
the following notions: 

A all 
S subset 
R,r remainder 
D distance 
c change 
nc no change 
cc configuration change 
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4.2 Derivation and analysis of the mathematical problem 

Using this notation, we can write the problem as follows: 

Find m and find m mutually disjoint subsets (1 < m :$ n) S1, S2, .. " Sm 
such that 

m 

LDnc(St') + (m - 1) . Dec 
'=1 

is minimal under the restrictions m 
A = U S, , S,:I 0 and S, n Sj :I 0 ¢} t = J. 

i=l 

This problem can be split in two closely connected parts: we have to find an optimal 
partition, and we have to determine for each element SI' of this partition the costs Dnc(5i) 
of doing the jobs in it. 

Determining the costs of a subset, and hence of a whole partition is easy, as is explained 
in Section 3. 

It is known that the first problem is NP·hard (see e.g. Models Arising from a flexible 
}.lanufacturing Machine, part 1 and 2, Operations Research 36, p. 767 . 784, by C.S. Tang 
and E.V. Denardo (1988)). Therefore we do not hope to invent an algorithm that in 'rea
sonable' time can always find a partition with minimal costs. 'We tried instead to invent 
an algorithm that gives a partition with costs that are lower than the costs of simple ad 
hoc solutions. 

In our first attempt we tried to solve this problem recursively: construct a tree that 
starts with the partition that consists of one element (i.e. all jobs are done using the same 
configuraton). In each next layer we consider an the partitions that arise from the partitions 
in the former layer by dividing one of the elements of the partition in two elements. Two 
partitions in successive layers are connected if the one in the lower layer can be formed out 
of the one in the upper layer in this way. In Figure 2 we depict this idea for n = 4. 

Our hypothesis was that if the costs become higher when forming a new partition by 
dividing an element of the partition in two (thus going downwards in the tree) it is not 
necessary to check the partitions that result from the new partition if an element of this 
partition is divided in two, because the costs of these 'newer' partitions will be higher 
than the costs of the original partition. If this were true, we could reduce the number of 
partitions to be checked enormously. 

This idea, however, turned out to be wrong. For example, take job 1 up to 4 of the 
first set of jobs in Appendix A, and assume Dee = 30, then the costs of the partitions in 
Figure 2 become the numbers that are on the corresponding places in the tree of Figure 3. 
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layer1 1234 

layer2 1-234 2-134 3-124 4-123 12-34 13-24 14-23 

layer3 1-2-34 1-3-24 1-4-23 2-3-14 2-4-13 3-4-12 

layer4 1-2-3-4 

Figure 2: Recursive generation of partitions 

It is easy to check that the costs for partition 13-24 are 283, and that the costs for the 
partition 2-4-13 that can be derived from this partition are more, namely 289. However, 
the costs of the partition 1-2-3-4, that can be derived from the partition 2-4-13 are 269, 
which is less than the costs of 13-24. 

5 Heuristics 

We tried to find a good partition in various ways. To be precise: we made four algorithms 
based on equally many heuristics. These algorithms have some common characteristics: 

• All of them are constructive; the elements of the partition are made job by job. 

• The choice of the job that will be 'placed' or 'classified' next is based on some 
criterium, which can differ per algorithm. 

• All algorithms are based on a well-specified criterium by which the choice of the 
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layerl 333 

layer2 277 293 293 325 295 283 269 

layer3 271 263 269 269 289 293 

layer4 269 

Figure 3: Costs for the partitions of Figure 2 

to which the selected job will be added is made. For each selected job, there is at 
each time the possibility to 'open' a new element of the partition for this job. 

Heuristic HI 

The first idea we came up with was straightforward: 
Select at random a starting job and call it j1' Select, again at random, a second job j2' 

Determine the costst for doing j1 and h together, and the costs of carrying them out seper
ately (including the costs of changing the configuration). Choose the cheapest possibility. 
Repeat this process for all jobs in a randomly selected order. So, having considered i-I 
jobs, ki - 1 subsets of jobs have been formed. Then, in the ith step, compute the costs when 
j, is added to each of the ki - 1 subsets, and the costs when ji is done separately from the 
kt-l subsets. Choose the cheapest possibility. Proceed until all jobs have been considered. 

Some mathematical language may make these long sentences more clear: 
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initialisation: 
81 := {l} 
](:= 1 

repeat for i = 2 to n the following step: 

• compute for i = 1 to K: 
K 
E Dnc(8,) + (K -1). Dee + Dnc(8; U {i}) 

1=1,'#=; 

• place job i in the partition according to the minimum of those K + 1 possibilities: 
adjust an existing 8;, or 'open' a new one; and in the last case increase K by 1. 

Heuristic H 2 

Between this heuristic and the previous one there are only few differences. 
Whereas in HI we began with some coincidental job iI, we now let each job once be 

the starting job. For the second job, not simply a next one is picked, but for each of the 
n - 1 other jobs i~, 1 :5 I :5 n - 1, the costs of the subset iI, j~ and of il U i~ + Dee is 
computed. This is repeated in each step. So, having classified i -1 in subsets 81 , .,., Ski_l' 

the classification of the ith job is carried out as follows: for each of the n + 1- i remaining 
jobs, compute the costst when it is added to one of the subsets 81, .. " 8ki_l' and when it 
is taken separately. Choose the cheapest possiblity. \Ve are ready if all jobs have been 
classified. 

In order to implement this in a computer program, we will translate this text into mathe
maticallanguage: 

repeat the following algorithm for t = 1 to n: 

initialisation: 
81 := it} 
K:= 1 

repeat for i = 2 to n the following step: 
K 

repeat for 1 :5 s < n, sEA \ U 8K: 
;=1 
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• compute for j = 1 to ](: 
K 
E Dne(S,) + (K - 1). Dec + Dne(Sj U {s}) 

1=1.':/:; 

K 
• compute E Dne(SI) + K • Dec + Dne(S) 

1=1 

• determine the minimum m, of all these possibilities. 

determine the minimum of all the m, and place the job s for which this minimum is derived 
in the partition, according to the way in which this minimum is derived. 
Thus, adapt one of the existing subsets or 'open' a new one, and if a new one has to be 
opened increase K by 1. 
Determine the minimum of all these possibilities. 

In this algorithm in each step the possibility is chosen that optimizes that step, without 
considering the remainder. For this reason, this algorithm will in general not give the 
optimal result. In the next two algorithms we will try to overcome this imperfec~ion. 

5.1 Rough outline of H3 and H4 

The next two algorithms constructed to approach an optimal solution are based on more 
mathematically founded heuristics. In order to describe them, we need to do some prepara
tory work. 

In- this subsection we will give a rough outline of the basic algorithm used to approach 
an optimal solution in heuristic 3 and 4. 

The central idea is that by looking at the not yet classified jobs, we try to estimate hov,' 
they can be divided best. For making an estimation, we have given some elements of the 
partition that are already fixed, S1, ... , SK-l. We make furthermore use of the fact that 
'Dne-costs' (i.e. it is not allowed to change the configuration) are always easy to determine, 
whereas 'Dc-costs' (Le. it is allowed to change the configuration) are in general hard to 
determine. Therefore we try to approach 'Dne-distances' using 'Dc-distances'. 

The algorithm is initiated as follows: 
K:= 1, 
SK := {i} for some i E A, 
R:=A-{i}. 
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Starting in the situation where: 
S1"",SK-1 are determined (1 < K:5 n -1), 

K-l 
the elements of the next subset SK are partially fixed; so 0 C SK C A - U Sj, and 

i=1 
K 

R:= A - U Si and R:f: 0, 
i=1 

a new job will be chosen and added to the set of classified jobs. 
This will be called the general step. 
The question is whether there are r E R such that r has to be in SK. First r E R will 
be determined such that 'job r fits best to SK" in the sense that for s E R the costs of 
adding job s to S K minus the costs of doing job s separately with the for job s optimal 
configuration is minimal whenever s = r. In formula: 

Determine r E R such that DnASK U {s}) - (Dnc(SK) + Dne(s)) is minimal for s = r. 

Now we have to decide whether job r will be in SK or not. 
Define 

• Do. as the minimal number of headunits the head has to cover if all jobs in SK U R 
have to be done, under the restriction that the jobs in SK have to be done without 
changing the configuration, and that afterwards the configuration has to be changed. 
Thus job r has to be done separately (apart). In a formula: 

• Dno. as the minimal number of headunits the head has to cover to do all jobs in SKU R 
under the restriction that the jobs in SK U {r} have to be done without changing 
the configuration in between. Thus job r has to be added to S K (not apart). In a 
formula: 

• .6.a .no. as the difference of the two: 

Notice that Da, Dno. and .6.a.no. are dependent on SK, R, r and Dec. We ,,\"ill not explicitly 
state this when these values are used. 

We are interested in the sign of this .6.",no.' However, this value is hard to determine, be
cause Do. and Dno. are hard to determine (in both expressions occurs a' Dc-term'. Therefore 
we will approximate .6.a .no.. 

If 8".no. is an approximation of .6. a ,no. , we can distinguish between the following two cases: 

1. 8a.no.:5 O. 
In this case it is better to do job r separately from S K. Hence the following actions 
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must be taken: 
]{ := ]{ + 1, thus now SK is fixed, 
SK+1 := {r}, and 
R:= R-{r}. 
If R = 0 we are ready; otherwise the general step has to be done again, i.e. SK+1 has 
to be formed. 

2. oo,n.a > O. 
In this case job r will be added to group S K, and therefore the following things have 
to be done: 
SK := SK U {r}, and 
R:=R-{r}. 
If R = 0 we are ready, otherwise the general step has to be done again, Le. perhaps 
S K has to be completed further. 

If we are done with SK, i.e. the general step does not have to be carried out again, we can 
set m equal to ](. It is easy to check that the conditions on the partition as defined in the 
beginning of this section are fullfilled. 

Thus, if we have an approximation OOlno, we can decide in which of the two cases we 
are and act accordingly. In Appendix B we show how we found two approximations, cor
responding to heuristic 3 and 4. Here we give the results only: 

Heuristic 3 

In this heuristic we have taken the following expressions for ca.,no: 

• ca.,no = Dnc(SK) + Dne(r) - Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dee 
if Dee E [O,min{Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}). 

• cc,no = Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - (Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dnc(R - {r}) 
if Dee E [min{Dec(3a), Dec(3na)}, max{Dec(3a), Dec(3na)}}, and the minimum equals 
Dec{3a). 

• oc,no = Dnc(SK) + Dnc{r) - Dnc(SK U R) + Dnc(R - {r}) + 2Dcc 
if Dec E [min{Dec(3a), Dce(3na)} , max{Dce(3a), Dcc(3na)}), and the minimum equals 
Dce(3na). 

• ba.,no = Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - Dnc(SK U R) + Dec 
if Dec E [max{Dcc(3a),Dee(3na)},oo). 
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Here 

and 

So, we approximate .D.O,fUl with a piecewise linear and continuous function 60 ,fUl' 

Heuristic 4 

Now we have for 60 fUl: , 

• 6C.,fUl = Dnc(r) + Dnc(SK) - Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dec 
if Dec E [0, min{ Dce( 4a), Dec ( 4na)}}. 

• 6C.,fUl = Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - Dce(4na) (1- (1- D,,~~~a))IRI-l) 
- E Dnc(i) - Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dee 

iER-{1'} 

if Dec E [min{Dce(4a), Dcc( 4na)}, max{Dce(4a), Dcc(4na)}) , and the minimum equals 
Dce(4a). 

_ (( D..) IRI-l). \ • 60 ,fUl - Dec(4na) 1- 1- D •• (4na) +iRDnc(z)+Dne(SK)-Dnc(SKURJ+Dcc 

if Dee E [min{Dee( 4a), Dec(4na)}, max{Dee(4a), Dcc(4na)}} , and the minimum equals 
Dec(4na). 

• ·6""fUl = Dnc(SK) + Dne(R) - Dne(SK U R) + Dec 
if Dec E [max{Dec(4a),Dce(4na)},oo}. 

In these expressions 

and 

Dcc(4a) = Dne(R) - L Dnc(i) 
iER 

Dcc(4na) = Dne(SK U R) - DnC(SK U {r}) - L Dnc(i). 
ieR-{1'} 

Thus, now .D.""fUl is approximated using a linear function for Dec < min{Dce(4a), Dcc(4na)} 
and Dec> max{Dcc(4a),Dcc(4na)}, and using a continous function for Dec between the 
minimum and the maximum. 
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6 Results 

In this section we summarize the results we obtained using algorithms based on the four 
heuristics. In order to be able to compare these results with the optimal result instead of 
only comparing the heuristics mutually, we computed the optimal results for the four sets 
of jobs of Appendix A. 

We want to emphasize that even for these 'small' cases the computation of the optimal 
configuration took very much computing time (circa 20 minutes using an AT286 with a 
coprocessor), whereas the computation of the approximations took only a few seconds. 

In the four tables below we see for each set of data the minimal costs we found for different 
values of Dec (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100) by applying each of the four heuristics. The minimal 
costs for a certain dataset and Dec are printed bold. If these costs are optimal, we put in 
addition a note of exclamation before and after the value. 

optimum HI H2 H3 H4 
Dee 
0 428 428 428 428 428 

25 590 601 596 !590! 591 
50 674 690 682 !614! !614! 
75 724 803 735 !124! !124! 
100 760 828 822 714 714 

Data.1 

optimum HI H2 H3 H ... 
Dee 
0 727 727 727 727 727 

25 890 906 896 904 916 
50 1003 1035 1011 1005 1023 
75 1078 1164 1137 1121 1133 
100 1135 1189 1209 1117 1183 

Data.2 
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optimum HI H2 H3 H4 
Dec 
0 563 563 563 563 563 
25 739 764 749 771 755 
50 841 899 851 863 857 
75 899 962 911 913 919 
100 945 1069 945 955 969 

Data.3 

optimum HI H2 H3 H" 
Dee 
0 376 376 376 376 376 
25 552 588 555 575 572 
50 656 762 676 678 !656! 
75 730 812 782 732 764 I 

100 780 850 868 782 840 

DataA 

We can conclude from those tables, as could be expected, that if Dee = 0 the costs found by 
all algorithms are equal to the optimal costs. The corresponding partition is the partition 
where each job is done separately, since changing the configuration costs nothing. 

As soon as a configuration change is no longer free of costs, the differences between the 
various heuristic become perceptible. We see that it is not always the same heuristic that 
leads to the best result. 

In our four testcases, HI never gives the best result. When, however, more then one 
algorithm is used, it does not harm to check the outcome of this algorithm. 

Heuristic 2 seems to be very good for low values of Dec: in three out of the four testcases, 
this heuristic gave the best result. In Data.3, where the size of the jobs is nearly constant, 
the result of H2 .is the best, even for the larger values of Dec. 
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H3 and H. are good in general, although H4 only four times gives the better result (of 
which three times together with H3 ), the solution is often the second best. When the two 
heuristics are compared, heuristic 3 turns out to be better if Dec is large, whereas heuristic 
4 is better for small values of Dec. 

7 Conclusions 

As already said in Section 6, it is not possible to select one algorithm out of the four that 
is the best one. Since it takes only a few seconds to run an algorithm, we recommend to 
run more than one algorithm. In fact, we suggest to run algorithm 2 and 3, since the best 
result of the two often is the best of the four algorithms, and in the other cases it comes 
very close to it. 

In the testcases, the difference with the optimal solution was on average only a few 
percent. The worst results came from Data.2, where the sizes af the jobs varied a lotj but 
even here the difference with the optimal solution was less than 5 percent. 
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Appendix A 

In this appendix we will give the four test sets of jobs we used to test our algorithms with. 
These sets of data are called Data.l, Data.2, Data.3, and DataA respectively. 

Data.1 was originally given to us by the supplier of the problem, the other sets we 
invented ourselves. In Data.2 there is a great variation in the sizes of the jobs, i.e. the total 
number of chips that is needed varies a lot per job. In Data.3 on the contrary, the sizes of 
the jobs are almost the same. Finally, DataA is a set of jobs that need only a few different 
kinds of chips. 

The exact data that is used are given in the four tables below. 

chiptype I I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 total 
jobnr 

1 10 2 10 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 26 
2 0 1 0 5 2 0 1 8 4 0 21 
3 0 0 1 0 2 10 0 2 2 3 20 
4 0 4 4 8 2 2 0 0 4 0 24 
5 0 3 0 3 0 6 4 1 4 0 21 
6 0 0 5 7 0 3 3 4 0 5 27 
7 1 0 0 1 3 2 0 10 2 0 19 
8 3 4 4 0 4 3 0 4 0 0 22 
9 0 8 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 4 20 

Data.l 
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chiptype 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 total 

jobnr 
1 10 5 5 2 8 1 6 3 0 0 40 
2 15 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 10 11 39 
3 0 7 7 0 0 0 6 8 7 0 35 
4 0 0 10 10 0 2 4 4 0 5 35 
5 3 4 5 0 3 4 0 5 4 3 31 
6 0 0 0 7 15 7 0 0 0 0 29 
7 0 10 2 0 0 0 9 0 2 1 24 
8 0 10 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 22 
9 0 4 3 5 0 0 3 0 3 2 20 
10 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 17 
11 1 0 0 5 5 0 3 0 0 3 15 

Data.2 

chiptype 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 total 

jobnr 
1 6 5 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 25 
2 0 2 3 10 0 4 3 0 0 3 25 
3 9 1 0 0 5 0 0 5 2 3 25 
4 0 2 4 0 0 13 0 0 3 3 25 
5 6 0 0 3 0 0 12 0 3 0 24 
6 0 0 4 0 0 8 7 5 0 0 24 
7 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 23 
8 0 0 3 0 7 0 0 0 7 6 23 
9 0 5 4 5 0 5 0 4 0 0 23 
10 10 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 22 
11 0 5 6 0 0 4 0 0 7 0 22 

Data.3 
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chiptype 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 total 

johnr 
1 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 
2 0 15 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 29 
3 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 7 0 7 28 
4 0 0 8 8 11 0 0 0 0 0 27 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 14 0 0 26 
6 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 25 
7 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 24 
8 0 7 0 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 23 
9 0 0 0 0 0 11 11 0 0 0 22 
10 0 0 6 0 5 0 0 0 10. 0 21 
11 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 21 

DataA 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix we derive two approximations for Aa,nc, as defined in Section 5. These 
approximations are used in heuristic 3 and 4 respectively. 

Basic results 

Below we give some (in)equalities that hold for subsets of A. 

(1) 
VSllS" A,SI n S2 = 0 : 

Dnc(Sl) + Dnc(S2) :$ Dnc(SI U S2) 

(2) 
VSl ~ S2 ~ A : 

De(S2I Sd :$ Dnc(Sd + Dec + De(S" - S1) 
so, 

Vr E S ~ A : 

De(S) :$ Dnc(r) + Dec + De(S - {r}) 

(3) 
VS1 ~ S2 ~ A : 

De(S2ISd ~ Dnc(Sd + Dc(S2 - S1) 
so, 

Vr E S ~ A : 

Dc(S) ~ Dnc(r) + Dc(S - {r}) 

(4) 
VS~A : 

L Dnc(i) :$ Dc(S) < Dnc(S) 
ieS 

(5) 
'lSI ~ S2 ~ A : 

Dc(S2ISI) :$ Dnc(S,,) 
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Bounds for Dna, Da and ~a,na 

In order to get a good approximation for AGlna , we first try to find boundaries for the 
region in which AGtna as a function of Dee has to lie. 

According to the definition, 

Dno. = De(SK uRI SK U {r}). 

Using the basic results, we derive the following inequalities: 

Dna 
(5) 
::; Dnc(SK U R) 

(3) 
> Dnc(SKU{r}+Dc(R-{r}) 

Dna 

DG w~s defined by 

Again, we derive some inequalities using the basic results: 
(4) 

DG < Dnc(SK) + Dee + Dnc(R) 

(nasI) 

(nas2) 

(nas3) 

(nagl) 

(nag2) 

(asl) 

(as2) 

(agl) 

(ag2) 

Using the above inequalities, we find for Aa,no.) the difference Da - Dno. in virtue of (asl) 
and (nag2): 
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AG,nG < Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) + Dec - Dnc{SK U {r}) - i: Dnc(i) (anasl) 
ieR-{f'} 

.- /1 + Dec· 

Using (as2) and (nagl) we derive 
AGInG ::; Dnc(SK) + Dnc(r) + 2Dee - Dnc(SK U {r}) (anas2) 

:= h +2Dee. 

Based on (ag1) and (nas2) we get 
AG,nG > Dnc(SK) + Dnc(r) - Dnc(SK U {r}). (anag 1) 

And finally, using (ag2) and (nasI) we find 
AG,nG > Dnc(SK) + Dee + i: Dnc(i) - Dnc(SK U R) (anag2) 

ieR 
:= fa + Dee· 

It is not difficult to check that 

and that 
h ::; 0 (and so fa ::; 0). 

Using (anasl), (anas2), (anag1) and (anag2), and the relations for /1, 12, and /3! we can 
make a sketch of the area in which the value AGInG as a function of Dee has to lie, conform 
Figure 1. 

We see from this figure that there is a positive value Dee(a) such that Aa"nG < 0 for all 
Dec smaller than Dec ( a). Also we see that a value Dec ( na) > Dec ( a) exists such that Aa"nG > 
o for all Dee larger than Dce(na). Thus, for Dec E [0, Dec(a») and Dec E (Dec(na), (0) we 
know for sure which of the two situations we are in. For the region in between we are going 
to approximate Aa"na' 

Approximations for ~a,na 

As said before, we used two different methods to derive an approximation of Aa"nal corre
sponding to heuristic 3 and 4. 
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not apart 
o apart 

f3 

Figure 1: Bounds for Ae.na as a function of Dee 
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Heuristic H3 

To approximate .6.A ,no, we approximate Do and Dno. 

We know that 
Da = Dnc(SK) + Dec + De(R) 

The only unknown variable in this expression is De(R). We consider De(R) as a function 
of Dec. 

If Dee is small enough (e.g. Dec = 0), we have 

De(R) = I: Dnc(i) + (IRI- 1) . Dee 
iER 

and 
De(R - {r}) = I: Dnc(i) + (IRI- 2)· Dee, 

iER-{r} 

thus 

If Dec is large enough (e.g. Dec> Dnc(R) - 1: Dnc(i) ), we have 
iER 

and 
De(R- {r}) = Dnc(R- {r}), 

thus 

(1) 

(2) 

We will use approximation (1) for De(R) until Dee = Dec(3a), and thereafter approximation 
(2) will be used. Dec(3a) will be set to the value of Dec for which (1) equals (2): 

This gives rise to the following approximation da of Dc: 

{ 

Dnc(SK) + Dnc(r) + 2Dee + De(R - {r}) if Dec E [0, Dee(3a)) 

d
a 

= Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - Dnc(R - {r}) + Dec + De(R - {r}) if Dee E [Dee(3a),oo) 
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Note that all values da is expressed in are either given (Dec), or easy to calculate (Dne
values), except for one: De(R - {r}). This last value, however, will also appear in the 
expression we will get for dno. and therefore cancels out in the difference bo,no.' 

Also Dno. = De( SKU R I SKU {r }) will be considered as a function of Dec. 

If Dec is small enough (e.g. Dec = 0), we have 

and 

so 

Dno. = Dnc(SK U {r}) + E Dnc(i) + (IRI- 1). Dec 
iER-{,.} 

De(R - {r}) = E Dnc(i) + (lRI- 2)· Dec, 
iER-{,.} 

(3) 

If Dec is large enough (e.g. Dec> Dnc(SK U R) - Dnc(SK U {r}) - 2: Dne(i), we have 
iER-{,.} .. 

and 

so 
(4) 

\Ve will use approximation (3) for Dno. until Dec = Dee(3na). Afterwards approximation 
(4) will be used. Dee(3na) will be set to the value of Dec for which (3) equals (4), thus 

This gives rise to the following approximation of Dna: 

d _ { DnASK U {r}) + Dec + De(R - {r}) if Dec E [0, Dec(3na») 
na - Dnc(SK U R) - Dnc(R - {r} + De(R - {r}) if Dec E [Dee(3na),oo) 

Now we are able to compute ba,na := do - dno.. Three different intervals for Dec can be 
distinguished. 

1. 
Dec E [0, min(Dee(3a), Dec(3na») 

2. 
Dec E [min{Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}, max{Dec(3a) , Dee(3na)}) 
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3. 
Dec E [max{Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}, 00) 

This gives rise to the following values of b",'fI4: 

• 6",ft4 = DN!(SK) + DN!(r) - DN!(SK U {r}) + Dec 
if Dec E [O,min{Dec(3a), Dec(3na)}}. 

• 6",ft4 = DN!(SK) + DN!(R) - (DN!(SK U {r}) + DN!(R - {r}) 
if Dec E [min{Dec(3a), Dec(3na)},max{Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}) , and the minimum equals 
Dec(3a). 

• 6",ft4 = DN!(SK) + DN!(r) - DN!(SK U R) + Dnc(R - {r}) + 2Dec 
if Dec E [min { Dee(3a), Dec(3na)} , max { Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}), and the minimum equals 
Dec(3na). 

• 60 ,ft4 = Dnc(SK) + DN!(R) - Dnc(SK U R) + Dee 
if Dec E [max{Dee(3a), Dee(3na)}, 00). 

Thus, we approximate .6.",'f14 with a piecewise linear and continuous function 60 ,'fI4' In 
Figure 2 two possible functions are depicted: one for the case that Dec(3a) is the minimum 
(graph (1», and the other one for the case that Dce(3na) is the minimum (graph (2». 

This method is in fact rather simple: .6.",nc is approximated using three linear parts. 
Furthermore, the approximation becomes an equality for Dec -+ 0 and Dec -+ 00. 

Heuristic H4 

To approximate .6.a,'fI4' we approximate first Da and D'fI4' as for the previous heuristic. 

Still, 
Da. = Dnc(SK) + Dec + De(R) 

and also in this case the only unknown variable in this expression is De(R). We consider 
De(R) as a function of Dec again. 

Notice that De(R) is a nondecreasing function in Dec> If Dec is small enough, we have 

De(R) = I: DN!(i) + (lRI- 1) . Dee; 
ieR 

and if Dec is large enough 
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I I 
I I 

Dcc{3a)(1) 
Dec(3naj,(2) 

Dcc{3na)(1) 
Dcc(3a)(2) 

not apart 
apart 

(anagl) 

Figure 2: Approximations for 6 c ,nc as a. function of Dec using heuristic 3 
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the last equality certainly holds if Du ~ Dee ( 4a), where 

Dee(4a) = Dnc(R) - ~Dnc(i). 
ieR 

Yet we will consider in more detail how De(R) behaves as a function of Dec on the interval 
10, Dee(4a)). 

This interval can be split in IRI subintervals [Du(A, K), Dee(A, K + I)}, where 
K = 0, ... , IRI- 1, 
Dec (A, 0) = 0, 
Dec(A, IRI) = Dcc(4a). 
such that in each interval a partition of R in IRI- K parts is optimal. Within such an 
interval [Dee(A, K), Du(A, K +1)), De(R) is a linear function of Dec with slope IRI-(K +1). 
So De(R) is a piecewise linear function consisting of IRI pieces with a slope decreasing from 
lRI - 1 if Dec = 0, until ° if Dec = Dec ( 4a). 

The only problem is that generally we do not know the values of Dee(A, K). Complete 
knowledge of these values would imply complete knowledge of the behaviour of De(R) as 
a function of Du ' 

We will approximate De(R) using a smooth function de(R) for which we make the fol
lowing requirements: 

de{ R) = ~ dnc( i) in Dec = 0, 
ieR 

lim (de(R) in Dee = 6) - (de(R) in Dee = 0) = IRI- 1 
6_0 6 ' 

lim (de(R) in Dec = Dee(4a)) - (dc(R) in Dec = Dec(4a) - 6) = 0, 
6-0 6 

de(R) = Dnc(R) for Dec E [Dee(4a),oo), 

and de(R) is a nondecreasing, continuous differentiable function for Dec E [0, Du(4a)}. 

Notice that it is possible to define de(R) using the function 

f(x) = { 1- (l-x)K ~fx E [O,l) 
1 If x E [1, 00 ) , 
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because this function satisfies f(O) = 0,f(1) = 1, 
and its derivative equals 

f'(x) = { 0I«1 - x)K-l if x E [0,1) 
jf x E [1, (0), 

with f'(O) = I<, 1'(1) = O. 
Using some scaling factors we get 

deeR) = { Dee(4a) (1- (1- D~(~»)IRI-l) + ,FR Dnc(i) if Dec E [0, Dee (4a)) 

Dnc(R) if Dec E [Dee(4a),00), 

and finally, using the equality 

we get 

d
a 
= { Dee(4a) (1- (1- D~(l4»)IRI-l) + ith Dnc(i) + Dnc(SK) + Dec if Dec E [0, Dce(4a)} 

Dnc(SK) + Dne(R) + Dec if Dec E [Dee(4a), (0), 

Now we consider Dna = De(SKU{r}) as a function of Dec. As De(R), Dna is a nondecreasing 
function of Dec. 
If Dec is small enough, we have 

Dna = Dnc(SK U {r}) + L Dnc(i) + (IRI- 1) . Dec, 
i€R-{r} 

and if Dec is large enough 
Dna = Dnc(SK U R). 

The last equality certainly holds if Dec ~ Dee( 4na), where 

Dec(4na) = Dnc(SK U R) - DnC(SK U {r}) - L Dnc(i). 
ieR-{,.} 

As Do.l Dna will be a piecewise linear function of Dec. We approximate this function by 
the smooth function dna, of the same type as do.. 

Therefore the following conditions on dna are imposed: 

dna = Dnc(SK U {r}) + L Dnc(i) in Dec = 0, 
iER-{r} 
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lim (dne. in Dec = 8) - (dna. in Dec = 0) = IRI- 1 
6-0 8 ' 

dne. = Dnc(SK U R) for Dec E [Dcc(4na), (0), 

and dne. is a non decreasing, continuous differentiable function for Dec E [0, Dec ( 4na)). 

Analogous to the approximation da. of D(J, we get 

Finally, we can determine 8a.,n" = d" - dne.. 
As in heuristic 3, three different intervals for Dee can be distinguished: 

1. 
Dee E [0,min(Dee(4a),Dee(4na))) 

2. 

3. 
Dee E [max(Dcc(4a), Dcc(4na)) , (0) 

In each of these intervals the expression for 8",na has a fixed form: 

• 8",ne. = Dnc(r) + Dnc(SK) - Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dec 
if Dec E [0,min(Dcc(4a), Dcc(4na))). 

_ ( ( D,,) IRI-I) • 8a.,ne. - Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - Dcc(4na) 1 - 1 - Dcc{4ne.) 

E Dnc(i) - Dnc(SK U {r}) + Dec 
iER-{.,.} 

if Dec E [min(Dce(4a), Dec(4na)),max(Dcc(4a), Dec(4na))) , and the minimum equals 
Dec(4a). 
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• ~4.n4 = Dnc(SK) + Dnc(R) - Dnc(SK U R) + Dee 
if Dec E [max(Dee(4a),Dee(4na)),oo}. 

In Figure 3 we depict a possible form of the approximation ~a.n4 as a function of Dee< 
For Dee-values smaller than the Dec-value for which the curve cuts the Dee-axis, we 

choose to do the job concerned apart, and for Dec-values larger than this value, the job 
will be added to the element of the partition. 
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Figure 3: Approximations for C14 ,nG as a function of Dec using heuristic H .. 
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